
PAINTING ACTIVITY

As we agreed in Finland, we're sending you the plan for the paint activity. Each country has to
select three paintings or painters and send them to the country we show you:

SPAIN FINLAND

FINLAND CROATIA

CROATIA ITALIA

ITALIA ROMANIA

ROMANIA POLAND

POLAND CZECH REPUBLIC

CZECH REPUBLIC SPAIN

In the doc we will send to our partner we must attach:

PICTURE

NAME OF THE
PAINTING

PAINTER YEAR /
STYLE

WHERE IS
THE PICTURE

NOW

WHAT IT
MEANS OR
REPRESENTS

WHY HAVE WE
SELECTED IT

With these three pictures each country can choose what to do. These were our ideas in Finland:

1. Paint exactly the same picture using different technique or style (for example, to paint Picasso's
Guermica using Akseli Gallen-Kallela's style).

2. Paint another picture with the same concept (traditional landscape/portrait/still nature... ) using
the  style  or  technique  in  the  one  we  have  received  (for  example,  to  paint  a  czech  person  /
landscape... using the given technique from Poland, like Tamara de Lempicka's style).

3. Paint a famous picture from our country using the style or technique in the given picture (for
example, to paint La Gioconda using Ivan Generalic's technique or style)

We didn't talk about the deadline, only agreed it wil be during the first term. But you know, we all
have CREATIVE WINTER in December, so let's try to finish with this before getting into the next
activity.
Also, we will send you the didactic dossier with International Children Rights for November 20th as
soon as possible (like we did last year with Peace Day).
We all are working on the PHOTO CONTEST too, and it has deadline, on November 30th it must
be uploaded to DRIVE. Remember:

3 ARCHITECTURE PHOTOS 3 NATURE PHOTOS 3 URBAN ART PHOTOS

Each country votes its own winners and then, we will upload to our DRIVE to show them. 


